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  Bus Charter UK  Our company can provide custom solutions for all your transportation needs! 
    Send Your Request and Get a Quote Shortly!

    
  Get a Quote 
 I agree    withcookies- & privacy policy 






 These are some of our business partners 
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 9.22/10 from 333 unique reviews
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 Charter Bus and Coach Hire in UK 

	  BCS BUS  







 > 	UK

Breathtaking architecture, centuries of history and culture, unique nightlife… The United Kingdom has countless opportunities for you to enjoy whether one day or a whole month. The only way this region can become even more interesting is by visiting it with the right transportation service. BCS Travel invites you to our mini bus hire UK. We can create a custom service for you and your group.

Our professional drivers can take you wherever you want in the region. You can visit restaurants, museums, parks… We have all the necessary resources to provide each client with unique services that effectively cater to their needs. Whether you are booking a coach hire UK for a small family or a large group of businessmen, feel free to submit your request. We’ll help you have a great time!



Comfortable and punctual bus rental UK
We make sure to offer you peace of mind. At BCS Travel, all our drivers undergo extensive testing and take periodic courses so they can offer you the VIP service you deserve. Besides that, there is a 24/7 phone line which you can access if you ever need to contact us during the trip. We do all that because we want our bus hire UK to fulfil every single one of your ground transportation needs.

Following that train of thought, we keep our buses in the best condition. That means we only use modern vehicles, and we inspect them before a new trip starts. They have safety devices like ABS and speed limiters, and there are seatbelts for everyone. You may also like to know that the driver stays in their cabin, so the passengers can enjoy the bus rental UK without ever distracting them.



Check out where you can hire our buses:
	Bus Charter London

 
 
 
Check out where you can hire our minibuses:
	Mini Bus London

 
 
 
Available vehicle classes:
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 Van
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Up to 7 seats

	Climate control
	Elegant car design
	Multimedia system

 
	Premium interior
	Reclining seats
	Smooth and silent
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 MiniBus
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Up to 18 seats

	Climate control
	Radio system
	Microphone

 
	Fridge
	Navigation
	Reclining seats
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 Bus / Coach
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Up to 60 seats

	Climate control
	Radio system
	Microphone

 
	Fridge
	WC
	Reclining seats

 
 
 

 



Eco-friendly charter bus hire UK
We understand that, to offer a truly efficient coach hire in the UK, we must go above and beyond. Our commitment extends beyond offering good service; we prioritize environmental sustainability. Our fleet runs on biodiesel, a cleaner and less pollutant source of energy, establishing us among the most efficient bus companies in UK. But that's just the beginning of our environmental initiatives.

Buses stand out as the greener option compared to airplanes, trains, and private cars, emitting the lowest amount of carbon dioxide per passenger. Besides that, for every group that travels with us, we plant a new tree in Europe. By choosing our bus rental UK, you become a direct participant in bolstering our environment, contributing positively with each journey you take with our company.



Choosing your coach hire UK
Upon landing at the airport, the immediate desire is to reach your hotel, isn't it? We completely understand that. Renting a bus in the UK makes this process incredibly convenient. Provide us with your flight details and our driver will be waiting for you and your group. Our driver can even display a sign bearing your name or your company's logo, ensuring an easy connection after your arrival.

High-quality bus charter rental UK
Having cutting-edge vehicles is just the beginning. Our partnership with established bus companies in UK brings a wealth of experience to the table. Teaming up with our specialists, these companies plan the best routes to accommodate your needs. Once we receive your itinerary, our team plans your travel seamlessly. Our bus hire UK helps you explore your desired locations without hassles.



Mini bus hire UK is the best for small groups
At BCS Travel, our goals revolve around delivering custom services. We are dedicated to ensuring this experience because we believe that's the only path to providing the level of quality you truly deserve. In line with this commitment, we've introduced a new offering: mini bus hire UK, a special service for smaller groups. Here, we'll provide a comprehensive overview of this innovative service.

Mini buses are compact vehicles made for groups of approximately ten passengers. If the group fits within this size range, you'll discover a range of unique advantages. Our minibus hire UK has rapidly gained popularity among diverse customer segments because of that. As we delve into the details, you will find many reasons to rent a minibus. We are prepared to suit your needs no matter when.



Choose the best mini bus hire UK
We understand that top-quality vehicles are not the sole factor that defines a superior service. At BCS, our commitment to excellence extends to the professionals in our mini bus rental UK. We take pride in a stringent selection process, ensuring that only the most qualified join our team. We also conduct training programs to enhance their skills, aiming to elevate their service to VIP standards.

That approach aims to offer an exceptional service throughout your mini bus rental UK. Our drivers are proficient in English, guaranteeing seamless communication throughout your entire journey. Furthermore, we hire drivers who are familiar with the region: they have great recommendations for restaurants, nightlife, and recreational activities, enhancing your overall experience with BCS.



How to choose a mini bus rental UK?
You don't have to rely on our word. Explore our agency on social media platforms where numerous passengers have shared their glowing reviews about our mini bus hire UK. These testimonials show our commitment to customer satisfaction.

Our dedication to providing custom services that cater to the preferences of each passenger has brought a variety of clients who choose BCS for their trips.



Contact our minibus UK today
Now that you're informed about our minibus service in the UK, the next step is to understand your requirements: the cities you plan to visit, preferred dates and times, designated airports, and any specific requests from your travel group.

Reach out to us via phone, email, or the contact form on our website, and we'll promptly respond to assist you in arranging your minibus rental in the UK!



Call us today at +31 20 700 88 60 for a free quote! Our friendly team is always here to help you!
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Speaking Team




Request availability and price
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 FAQ 
 Questions & Answers 
How much luggage does the bus fit?
To stay on the safe side, that answer depends on how many passengers there are in your group:
 • 16 to 19 passengers: the minibus takes up to 15 bags of 23 kg each. You can also take small hand luggage like a laptop, but nothing as big as a gym bag.

• 50 to 60 passengers: each person can travel with one suitcase of up to 23 kg plus small hand luggage such as a backpack or a laptop bag.
 • 80 passengers: our largest bus model fits up to 65 bags of 23 kg each plus small hand luggage such as a backpack or a laptop bag.

We know that groups from the USA are allowed to travel with bags of up to 32 kg plus larger hand luggage volumes. In order to provide them with a similar luggage capacity in our services, we use 50-passenger buses for up to 40 actual travelers, and vans of up to 19 seats for 10 actual travelers.


Does the vehicle have a built-in bathroom?
We can select a vehicle with that feature if you request it. Built-in bathrooms require maintenance and inspection before and after every trip, so making that option incurs in an additional charge.
 In case you want an alternative solution, you can request bathroom breaks to be included in your itinerary. Our drivers will be happy to accommodate if that is the case.


Are pets allowed on the bus?
We can transport pets, indeed. However, we ask you to inform of that need in advance so we can make the necessary preparation. We normally require pets to be transported in a proper carrier, but we are open to negotiating individual arrangements with your travel group.


Do the prices include any hidden costs like tolls?
Our service estimate will cover all extra costs necessary for the trip with the exception of parking costs. That is the case of visiting sightseeing points, for example. In such situations, you will have to cover that parking cost yourself or hand a check to the driver on the spot.
 Parallel to that, some European cities charge entrance fees. In services such as airport transfers, those fees are included in our estimate. When you book a trip of several days, we ask to coordinate that topic with you beforehand so that payment can be made without any problems.


How does BCS handle my luggage?
There are some topics we like to disclose in that regard:
 • We provide transportation for people. We understand that there are particular cases, such as when your luggage is lost at the airport but you have to attend an event nonetheless. Our regular operations allow a minimum of one person traveling with all the group’s luggage if it is necessary. Any arrangement different than that must be negotiated with us beforehand.

• Drivers do not handle luggage. They might offer to load it into and off the car’s trunk out of courtesy, but that is all. You are in charge of bringing your suitcases from the airport gate to the car, for example, and of taking them from the car to the hotel lobby.


How long is my trip?
We have seen many clients setting their trip route on Google Maps and expecting us to drive them in that exact time lapse. While we do our best in terms of route planning and agile driving, we have to remind you that buses and minibuses are different from cars. They are larger and heavier, so the driver must be even more careful. That may entail lower cruising speeds and using different routes.
 Now, if you really need an estimated duration of our trip, we can help you with that. According to our experience, we can say that the actual time of our trips is usually 20-25% higher than what Google Maps estimates.


 Reviews 
 What do clients have to say about BCS? 
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 Julia L 
 Customer, Review from tripadvisor 


 Excellent bus, great organisation, always in time. Bus drivers were careful, helpful and friendly. Thanks 
                          5/5
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 antonio m 
 Customer, Review from tripadvisor 


 We had a very nice experience the coach was always punctual and the drivers very kind The coaches were of a betty good standard and very clean 
                          5/5
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 E. C. 
 Customer, Review from google 


 It was an amazing service from BCS team. Always on-time, and the best 24 X 7 helpline always happy to help. Please accept our sincerest thanks for meeting our needs in a most professional manner. Hope to work with you again.! 
                          5/5
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 To book a Bus, mini Bus or Hire a Coach just send us an email at 
 m@e@dnooma.comin.com or make a call to +31 20 700 88 60 
TOP Booking Cities
	Amsterdam
	Paris
	Frankfurt
	Vienna
	Munich
	Rome
	Lisbon

	Berlin
	Brussels
	Zurich
	London
	Barcelona
	Copenhagen
	Milan


Countries we serve
	Netherlands
	France
	Germany
	Italy
	Austria
	Switzerland
	Spain
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BCS Travel B.V.
Radarweg 29,
1043 NX Amsterdam, NL
Phone: +31 20 700 88 60
 E-mail: m@e@dnooma.comin.com
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